The Baton Exchange

Building the leadership capacity and redemptive cultural impact potential of Christian marketplace young adults.

Benny expressed doubts to a friend about how he could be successful in his career and be a faithful Christian. His friend, who happened to be enrolled in Baton Exchange training, referred him to John Scroggins, the Executive Director. John shared with Benny that yes, he could in fact be both successful in a career and as a Christian. John went on to match Benny to two Baton Exchange mentors, David Foster and Gary Casale. Both had been very successful in their corporate careers, and solid men of faith.

Of the transformational mentoring experience that ensued, Benny said, “Connecting with [Baton Exchange] mentors has been a blessed experience and a tremendous source of encouragement. The best part is that my mentors have excelled in the very same professional areas as I intend to, by integrating it with their Christian calling. I am very thankful for John and his ministry and look forward to seeing other professionals be blessed by it.”

Benny is the recipient of the 2010 Outstanding Graduate Student Award, The Ohio State University’s highest honor for leadership, and works for a Fortune 100 company, where he was working when he began being mentored through The Baton Exchange.

Please pray for

- Favor and openness by churches, campus ministries, and Christian-run companies to the Baton Exchange as a discipleship/training resource for its millennials
- Our administrative position to be fully-funded
- Funding for our E-Learning Impact initiative, which will scale our impact globally

Benny and David share about their mentoring experience during a mentor workshop.
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